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Mink S~udies -- SoutheasternAlaska 

Completion Report 

Sernt 
h 

"J·f,:::rf.b oPeriod Covered
Field work was,coruiucted during the periods January l to March 14 and October 

15 to November 25, 1957. Most of the work wa.s conducted in the Petersburg-wrangell 

area, but a week-long survey was made in the Ketchikan area during the latter part 

of February, 1957. Additional laboratory work was conducted during 1957 at the Alaska' 

Coop. Wildlife Res. Unit, College. 

St~mmary-

The trappingmethods and pressures in coastal southeastern Alaska greatly re

duce the mink populations. However, an examination of carcasses collected during the 

1956-1957 trapping seasoni which followed e;6losed season on mink trapping, reveaied 

that over twice as many maiis as females were captured, whick,implies that many of 

the animals remaining after trapping are females. Also, more adults than,juveniles 

WJere captured, which indicates production in 1956 was pra'bably lower than that for 

1955· Possibly the population had increased to such a point in 1956 tn-t population 

pressures reduced productivity. More informa!'tion is needed, however, to ascertain 

whether or not yearly open seasons are profitable. 

Mink densities are high in southeastern Alaska, with densities of over 20 mink 

per mile of beach present prior to the 1956-1957 trapping season. The faitly steep, 

rocky beaches support the largest populations. 

Objectives-
To determine the trapping pressures and effects on mink in southeastern Alaska; 

to determine the fea.sibili ty of yearly trapping seasons; and to determine the comp

osition and density of mink populations in southeastern Alaska. 

Procedure-
Collection of mink carcasses during the 1956-1957 trapping season, and subsequent 

aging and sexing of them, yielded most of the information on mink population ~~ 

compoail:.ion. Oenausing wa+ttempted by counting the sets of mink tracks present after 

a new fall of snow. .t..ive capturing of mink was attempted by using wire mesh){ live 

traps. Steel-trapping methods and pressures were ascertained by inspecting the trapping 



areas and recording the mink catch per area. Other facets of mink ecology ~ere gathered 

through observation of mink sign. 

Findlngs
PoJ!ulation .OomJ!os:t.tion and Density.--A total of 247 skinned mink carcasses wasc; 

collected from the Petersbur.Wrangell area throughout the 1956-1957 trapping season. 

Many trappers contributed aEecasses, with the size of individual contributions ranging 

from 1 to 71. The capture dates of many were unknown, but enough infommation and 

evidence generally were availableto fix capture w:t.thin 5 to 10 day periods. Dried 

pelts were also examined to secure sex .and age data,, but the data sheets were lost whem: 

the patrol vessel used in the operation was destroyed by fire. About ;o carc8saes were 

collected during the 1957-195$ season, but they have not yet been processed .. 

The sex and age ratios of the 247 carcasses are listed in Table 1. Immediately 

apparent is the male:femaie ratio of 201:100, a ratio heavily favoring maie1. Many 

trappers in coastal southeastern Alaska claim that they employ trapping methods 

selective for males, thereby maintaining alargestock of breeding females. Also, 

some trappers state that they rel,ease a small percentase of females caught du:ting 

the seaao,. but the author doubts that the practice is followed extensively, even by 

its most ardent advocates. 

Many investigators report a preponderance of males in trappers' catches, 

attributing it to the larger range of males. Greer (1955) noted that as the Monta.aa; 

tr·apping season progressed the male tfema le ratios refleated a progressive decline of 

males and an increase of fema!es. Yeager (1950}.726) and Quick (19;6;272) noted the 

same for marten. These observatialns indicate that because of their greater range, the 

males are reduced at a more rapid rate than the females, resulting an a ratio increase 

favoring females. Assuming no differential mortality rate other than trapping, and a 

50:50 natal sex ratio, an even, or essentially even, male:female ratio in the trappiDg 

catch would indicate very heavy trapping pressures, or methods especially selective 

for females, which would reduce to insignificance the influence of the greater range 

of ma.les. On that basis, the 201 males:lOO females ratio of the sot.llheastern Alaska 

mink catch implies a large residual population of femaies, add moderat·e trapping preseureE 
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Table 1. SEX AND AGE DATA AND RATIOS OF 2t7 MINK CABOASSES COLLECTED WRING 
THE 1956-1957 TRAPPING SEASON. IN THE PETERSBURG..WRANGELL AREA OF COASTAL 
SOUTHEASTERN ALAB.BA 

Total number carcasses 247 Juveniles:adults 8j:l00 
Juveniles 11~2 Males:femaaes; 201:100 
Adults 135 Juveniles:adult females 2j):l00 

Juvenile females:adult females 71:100 
Total number maees 165 Juvenile maies :adult males 90:100 

Juvenile males 
A.dult maees; 

75 
87 

Juvenile malesljuvenile females 
Adult malee:adult females 

229:100 
181:100 

Total number females 82 
Juvenile femaees 34 

.Adult females 48 

The juvenile:adult ratio is only 8j:l00 (Table 1). Thislow ratio indicates a 

year of low productivity, yet large mink catches occurred throughout the Petersburg-

Wrangell area, with sme of the trappers evalua.ting the 1956-1957 trapping season as 

"one of the best" •. The 1956-1957 season, however, followed a 22 month closed season, 

eo that mink populations had increased through two breeding periods •. Hibbard (1957), 

analysing trapping returnspf North Dakota mink, believes one should expect a decrease 

in the number of jucenilear per adult 4mong mink harvested in a year of normal trapping 

pressure following one of light trapping pressure. rie only explains tha.t (p. 4lj), 11 In' 

years when the pressure is light, such as in 1955, there is a)( higher survival of all 

animals and the next spring's breeding stock is increased accordingly. 11 Even w:t.bh an 

increased breeding stock if the repDCductive rate remains the same, ehher things being 

equal, the age ratios will remain the same. With decreased productivity the number 

of juveniles per adult decreases, however. 

Tke~other ratios also are indicators of productivity, the juvenile:adult female 

and juvenile female:adult female. The juvenile:adult female ratio cannot be indiecrim

inately used, however, for an unbalanced sex;ratio or a higher capture rate for one 

sex, which occurred in the catch from southeastern Alaska, would bias it. Thus, the 

juvenile female:adult female ratio isthe better index to productivity, aJil.d, again 

assuming a 50:50 na.tal sex.·.ratio, multiplying the juvenile female:adult female ratio 

by two should provide a more realistic ratio. This procedure provides a ratio of 



142:luO, which is much lower than the sample ratio of 2;1;:100. 

This derived ratio of 142:100, when campared with ratios given by Greer W• ill•) 

for Montana mink, accentuates the low rearing success during 1956· For the 195;-1954 

trapping seasons, Greer reports ratios of ~;:100 and 420:100 respectively, which he 

appa.rently considers normal for that area. On ~hat basis, reduced production must 
I 

have occl!lrred during 1956 in southeastern Alaskt a year of closed' season on mink 
I 

i
trapping. If low productivity occurred during !956, high productivity must have 


occurred during 1955, for the 1956-1957 trapping season was successful. Possibly, 

I 

the 1955 breeding population, although greatly )reduced by the large catches ade 


during the 1954-1955 trapping season, had very/high production and survival, so 

I 

stocking the area t ha.t decreased product ion reJmlted in 1956. 
! 

Mink population densities are not uniform/throughout coastal southeastern Alaska 
I 

but vary according to the qua.lity and quantity of available habitat. The following 


discussion of densities will indil.ude only tho~e thought to be good mink habitat •. 


The mink catch per unit area indica.tea that high mink dens~tiea.oexist. In an 


Iana.lysis of thesejlp/densities, it must be remembered tha~only a narrow belt, approx

imately 10 yards in width, adjacen:b. to the beach is utilized by mink•. The density 

measurement used is the number of mink per mile of beach. 

Catches of 10 or more mink per mile of beach are common. Some of the larger 

catches during the 1956-1957 season are as follows: 1;0 mink from 10 miles of beach 

in Duncan Canal, Kupreanof Is.; 165 mink from 15 miles of beach near Whale Pass, Prince 
pf· 

~Wales Ii.; and 152 mink from 10 miles of beach at Louise cove, Kuiu Island. All of 

these catches averaged moee than 10 mink per mile of beach, with the highest average 

slightly more than 15. 

ti:nf'ormationJ on post-trapping deniities is available for the 1& miles of 

beach in Duncan Canal that yielded 1;0 mink. During early March, 1957, the author 

conducted tra.ck counts on folir segments of beach totaling three-fourths mile on; the 

day following a fall of snow, which minimized the chance of counting successive tracks 

of the same individual. All tracks were followed from the point of emergence to the 

point of disappearance, thus ensuring that different sections of the same track were 



not tabulated as separate tracks. The track counts showed eight mink still present 

on the area. This limited sample indicated a fairly large residual population. 

Whether this sample is tJpical of conditions throughout moat of southeastern1Ala&k.a 

is questionable, but the sample reveals that, on the 10 mile segment in Duncan Canal 

densities of 20 or more mink. per mile of beach prevailed before trapping. The 

se&ment in Duncan Canal falls between the 11 best11 and 11 poorest 11 categories of mink 

habitat, and trapping pressures on the area were of medium intensity~ 

Oempared with the mink densities in intel"ior Alaska, .. the densities in eoutheasterm 

Al~'~ska are high. Posaiblp, the high stable food l~el in the coastal area is the 

primary cause of this large difference in densities. 

Food Habits.-- Compared with the fluctmating mammal populations tbat contribute 

so much to the diet of interior Alaska mink,,the food supply inJcoaatal southeastern 

Alaska is stable. No food habits studies were conducted in southeastern Alaska, 

unanalysed group of ~0 to 40 mink scats were collected from the Rocky Pass area 

during October, 1957• These scats are now deposited~ the A~aska Coop. Wildlife 

Res. Unit, College. 

Mink of coastai southeastern Alaska are predatory creatures of the littoral 

zone. They are frequently seen feeding onvarious forms of invertebrates during 

nocturaal low water. This littoral animal-life forms,,the bulk of the diet. 

Probably the on1y vertebrates ooneumed~n significant amounts are fiehoe, but 

ewen so the quantity of vertebrate food consumed is probably only a fraction of the 

invertebra.te food utilized. Many marine fishes abound along the beaches, bu-t. they 

probably are relatively unavailable to mink. The only readily avaiable source of fiaJ;l 

would be the spent and spawning salmon of the iarge streams, and even these would be 

available during a short period and to the few mink moving up the streams. 

The inedible remains of many invertebra.tes litter the area near mink den sites. 
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Remains of bule mussels (Hytilus edulis Linn.), clams (including butter clams, 

probably Saxidomus giganteus Deshayes), sea urchins (Str8DgYlocentrotus spe) amd 

Dungeness CZ!abs (Cancer magister Dana.O) are the most common :ftems. Undoubtedly, mapy 

other inverteb~ates also are consumed. 

The food levels are high and proba.llly quite stable. Stsme seasonal fluctuation 

occ'1.1rs amo:rg the fishes, but the invertebrate populations proba!lbly remain 1:rather 

stable throughout the year. In some of the sheltered bays food availability may 

fluctuate during the winter, however, for these sheltered bays freeze during the colder 

portions of the winter. At. such f.JJ;J times, mink in those areas may be forced to move 

to open beaches. 1 
r JYear to year flucttationiln,food levels are probably slight. The littora zone1

is very productive, containing a large number of species. v~nsequently1 population 

fluctuation in Ja few species does not materially change i;he toaal amount of available 

food. This stability, coupled with the productivity of the area, ensures that food, 

at least on the more suitable beaches, is not limiting. 

Den Leoations.--Gbservations indicate that the more suitable areas for mink 

are rocky, fairly steep, but. not bluffy, beaches. On such a beach food is uncovered 

at low:tidesclose to protective shore areas, and the rooks furnish additional cover. 

Two such areas, 10 miles of beach at Louise Cove, Kuiu Island and 15 mileaJof beach 

in:Whale Pass, Prince of Wales Island, produced a total catch of ,;17 mink:, an average 

of 12 mink per mile of beach. A slightly sloping beach has an extensive area uncovered 

at low water (southeast Alaska tides of over 15 feet are common), leaving the feeding 

areas exposed for a considerable distance from protective cover along the shore. 

Consequently, mink: populations are low along these beaches •. At the other extreme, 

a bluffy beach offers very little available toed even at low tides, so that here also 

populations are low. 

The shore areas above the suitable beaches contain abundant den sites; crevices 

in.:rocks, rock piles and cavities under tree roots are utilized. The author located 

many such sites, two of which had served as natal dens. These two dens shoved evidence 



o:f' intensive use; e.bundam fecal depos:lits and well-worn ,trails were still present 

in October. These two dens occupied level, vegetated, but rocky, points that 

protruded into the narrow straits between two large islands. Both si tea fell 

just within the vegetative cover o:f' Sitka apruce,,and each had three entrances, 

all three consisting o:f' rock vrevices at one site,, and· two consisting of rock 

crevices and one o:f' a squirrel hole under spruce roots at the other• All three 

entrances at each site would fit within a six-foot circle., Me~~~a; high tides approached 

to within 10 feet laterally of the roost seaward entrance at one site and within 

6 feet at the other. Trails from the entrances led to the water's edge, and 

presumably 1 to the feeding areas in the intertidal zone. 

Movements.-- Only fragmentary information is available on the mvveroents of 

coastal southeastern Alaska mink. The well -worn mink tra.ils paralleling the 

beaches indicate that mink roovemaat along .the beaches does occur. Also, trappers 

report some mink movement up the larger streams during the summer. However, the 

extent and duration of these movements are not known. Transitory snow covers curta.il

ed observations on localf mink movements during January, F~bruary and the first 

half o"l March, 1957. Hoveve r, during January and February movement appeared to 

be limited. Numerous tracks, evidently made by feeding mink, emerged from dens 

within the vegetative cover and led to the intertidal zone. A feW··Of the tracks 

paralleled the beach for distanues of 100 to 200 yards, but most re-entered dens// 

in the vegetative cover within 100 yards from point of emergence. Often, the points 

~-
of ~,~ff emergence and re-entry coincided. Apparently, extensive movements were 

the exception rathert than the rule duttng this period. 

DY:ring the first half of March, the movement pattern changed somewhat. 

Although many of the tracks still followed the ppttern described above, a few 

paralleled the beach for distances of two miles or more, at times following trails in 
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the woods and at times the beach proper. The investigaitD:I: followed one set of 

tracks for 2! miles before he had to cease tracking. 

Live trapping and tagging.-- Live traps were set for a tatal of 219 trap 

nights during the period October 16 throughNovea~ber 11, 1957• Only two mink 

were captured, a large adult male and an adult female, but both died in the traps 

from exposure. On numerous occasions mink by-passed the traps 1 ,and one mink wven 

deposited a live sea urchin in the entrance to the trap without actually entering 

the trap• Probably the high food levels in the intertidal zone decreases the 

attractiveness of the baits in the live traps to such an extent that the live 

traps are ineffective. 

Jmother live-capturing mehhod was also attempted. A-t. night, preferablp at 

low tides, a strong spot light was used to illuminate the beach while slowly 

cruising in a small skiff in the water near the beach. Upon spotting a mi~ 

feeding near the water 1s edge, the light was shined directly on the mink, the 

skiff was stopped and the water alongside the il»oat was noisily splashed. ~This 

procedure ~ttracted the mink to the skiff. Although no mink were captured by this 

method, some near-misses occurred. This method deserves more investigation. 

Trapping Methode, Pressures and Effects.-- The¢ majority of' the trapping parties, 

generally consisting of' two or three individuals, utilize a fishing (troll) boat for 

quarters during the trapping season~ The fishing boat is secured in a amitable 

aaohorage near the trapping grounds, and a skiff is subsequently used to cheek 

the trap line. Areas that do not have suitable anchorages or that have beaches 

subjected to heavy winds and seas, thus limiting the use of a skiff, are not 

heavily trapped, but the suitable iteeaa are, often with one party trapping 10 to 

15 miles of beach. 

Both baited and nonbaited seta are used. i'he baited sets, placed in a small~ 



"cubby" built of either rack or wood, ar~ located near the high tide mark or at the 

edge of the vegetation cover. Frozen herring,,probably Clupea qar~ngus pallasi 

Vallenciennes, is the most common bait, but clams and birds are also used. The 

nonbait seta are normally located in the mink trails at the edge of the vegetation 

cover. About 100-150 size No. li long spring,cateel traps are set by each party. 

The trapping seasons for coastal southeastern Alaska have changed frequently. 


Recently, alternate year seasons have been in effect. 


A profitable commercial fishing season coupled with low mink fa prices un

doubtedly decreases the number of mink trappers and reduced tra.pping pressures 


result. Oonvereely,.an unprofitable fishing season and high fur prices atim~late 


trappers and increased trapping press·Jres ene.ue•. However, mapy individualiJI' 


trap regardless of the fur prices, tending to stabalize the trapping effort. 


Climatic factors essentially do not effect the trapping pressures. Heavy 

Jalilsnows and winds often hinder trap~ efforts, but prolonged curtailment of 

trapping does no:t. result. 

Large catches are common in coastal southeasternAlaska•. A few of the 


catches per area have already been listed. The catch per mile of beach, however, 


is probably the best ind&Jl'·Of success, with catches of 15 mink per mile of beach on 


record. 


The large mink harvest greatly reduces the size of the mink population. HotfWer, 

one repord,Jctive seasr:m replaces much of the loss• During the 19,56-1957 season, 

which followed a closedsfseaaon, 247 mink carcasses were collected from trappers" and 

sex and'age ratios were determined. '(he data hav~lready been presented. Suffice 

to say, the data indicate a low productivity during 1956, yet large populations 

were present during Y,he trapping season .tha.t fall. Therefore, high production must~ 

have occurred during 1955, possibly creating such high densities that redmced product

ion resulted in 19.56. Other factors may have been influencing product ion during 
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1956, however, and further inveatigation~re needed to reveal the true relationship 

of trapping pressures and population size. 

Recommendations 

The management problem in coastal southeastern Alaska involvee regulation of 

trapping pressures. The trapping mehhoda and pressures in this area are very 

effective, undoubtedly capable of greatly reducing the mink population. A recent 

result has been the closing of mink seasons in alternate years. The data gathered 

to date indicate that the population increases greatly the first productive season 

following a trapping season, not to the population level present after two breeding 

seasons and no open season, but possibl~ to such a level that reduced production 

results the second year. Therefore, from ~total production standpoint, a sea>son. 

each year seems advisable. Another consideration, however, ist;! the outfitting
• 

expense of the trappers versus the trapping returns. The cost of outfitting 

remains the same each year regardless of a yearly or an alternate-year season, 

yet the yearly returns pf~,~¥¢¢J~Jp presumably would be smaller with yearly 

seasons. Posaiblp the net returns would be larger if trapping were allowed 

every other year, for the outfitting expense would only be half. 

Other information is atso needed for ~sound management program, including 
! 

the reproductive rates at different population levela, the extent and rate of 

repopulation of locally depleted areas. and th~ extent of such areas, and the 

actual carrying capacity of the beaches, and "JfrJ/i.:/s.l. pre- and po.st-season mink 

population densities. 

Much of this information could be gained by studying an isolated mink 

population, s•Jch as an island population. Strait Islan, located in S~mner Strait,; 

ie ideally situated for studying an isolated population, inasmuch ae the island is I 

fairly representative of the conditions in southeastern Alaeka, is rather small, 



II 

and is located sufficiently far fnom the nearest land to discourage any mink movement 

onto or off of the island. Game Management Agent Graham and Wildlife Management 

Biologist Kleim released a few ranch mink from the Petersburg Experimental Fur 

Farm on the island during 1956, but a check by Graham during the winter of 1957-1958 

failed to reveal any mink sign on the island. Possibly, the mink plant was ~~~~~F~~/ 

unsuccessful. Establishment of a population of local wild mink on the island 

would provide an isolated mink population that CO!lld be readily studies and 

manipulated. 
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